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Good afternoon, everyone, this is Gina Langsfield, speaking to you once again
on behalf of the SAGB and welcoming you all to our Sunday reunion.
For those who join us on Zoom welcome to our medium for today, Janet
Glasgow, and to our chairperson, Peter Smith.
Would you please join me in prayer.
Dear God, loving Spirit

We ask that everyone who joins us whether it be on Zoom, here on Facebook
or those who are only able too link up with us in thought, be blessed and
protected by your loving presence.
Let them also be aware of the closeness of their Spirit loved ones, particularly
those unable at this time to perhaps receive any personal message and may
that spiritual bond keep us all close, united and comforted until that day soon
when we can meet physically again in our spiritual SAGB home where Earth
and Spirit can joyfully come together again as one.
Amen

Spirit are all knowing
The song 'You will never know just how much I miss you' how often during our
lives do we take those words regarding someone close to our heart. Some of
us are more open and demonstrative and able to show our feelings and tell a
person verbally how we feel whether to our special soulmate in life or to any
deeply loved family member, partner or close friend.
Others amongst us are not so easily able to express feelings and wonder
constantly whether our soul companion, relative or friend actually knows how
much we really do care for them. Some may be reassured by our actions
towards them but it isn't always easy is it, to understand just how a person
feels towards us without sometimes hearing those special words, I love you, I
miss you, I'm looking forward to seeing you again.
Those little phrases that so many people, in today's hard-headed, materialistic
society seem uncomfortable with saying but that is the best thing about our
relationship with Spirit loved ones we are not letting down, and neither are
they.
All who received messages through mediums come to realise how anxious
Spirit people are to express their true feelings love, gratitude, appreciation and
often regret for the things they express on Earth. And in reverse we have the
comfort of knowing those in Spirit know exactly how we feel towards them
because thoughts and feelings are transparent to Spirit people. How simple
and comforting are the laws of Spirit and how complicated and frustrating are
those of Earth.
While we live in hope that Earth people can learn a lesson or two from the
Spirits world way of doing things, we at least know that those we have lost to
Spirit are not lost at all, they are if anything closer to us than ever because they
know just how much we love and miss them, they hear our words, read our
thoughts and blend with our soul, love in its purest most transparent form.
On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees, our staff, mediums, healers
and of course myself thank you for the pleasure of your company and for those
who join us on Zoom I now hand you back over to Peter Smith.
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